
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Livestream the Stars  

EXCLUSIVE REPORTING OF THE ROCK STAR LIFESTYLE OF KAMP KACE  

ROCKSTARS AND DIVAS 
 

Chase 
started the 
day with a 
guitar solo 
for his cabin.  
#ladiesman 
#serenade 

Cabin1 takes nap time outside 
#paperhogs #danicasaidno 

Younger cabins named winners of the lip sync... decision under contest #guestjudge 

Kamp KACE Friday, June 29th 
/“?;‘?“th, 2017 

Thursday morning was an incredble 
start to our last full day of Kamp KACE 
2017, notablly starting with the best 
polar bear swim of the week. Morning 
activities began with blue skies and 
sunshine, giving kampers and 
opportunity to enjoy outside time 
after a wet Wednesday. Kampers 
inhailed a classic Thursday lunch of 
leftover fish and chicken nuggets for 
lunch before having an hour to rest 
up 

This section is for like a short little story line. 
Much like a headline, but does have any 
content later in the paper per se.  

Jumping the Shark 
Riding the shark is a big day for everyone, 
but a lot more was riding on the shark 
during session 3 today than just kampers. 
Laura in cabin 7 hasn’t been knocked off 
of the shark in 5 years, but Elsa was up to 
the challenge. The entire ride was focused 
on getting these teenaged girls into the 
water and she succeeded… but not 
without a fight. Laura and the rest of cabin 
7 will have to start their streak over again. 
#inthelake #girlcaptain #wavesfordays 
 

Letter from the Editors 
This is special thank you to the kampers, counselors, 

and all the readers outside of Kamp. This is our 
favorite week of the year and we appreciate that 

you humor our passion for Kamp that we turn part of 
that love into this ragtag thing called a newspaper. 

Kampers, we love the wacky things you do and staff 
we get excited every time you send us of pictures of 
their shenanigans. Lastly, a special thank you to Luke 

our reporter in training. #mostsleepatKampinyears  

#hottubdabbin 

up for the second half of the day. Kampers spent the afternoon hours having 
their final cabin activy and a few bonus hours of free time, many choosing to 
hang out in the lake or primp for the dance. The evening gave way to the 
kampers tossing their friendship sticks into the flames of our final campfire. 
Immediately after, kampers rushed to the rec hall to have our kamp dance to 
the end the final night of the year. All the grooving sure ensured a wonderful 
nights rest for all of the kiddo. So long Kamp KACE 2017! #untilnextyear 

ROCK N ROLL IS HERE 

“At first I missed my mom, but now I’m going 
to miss Kamp KACE” – Anonymous 

Breakfast was waffles with a 
side of #dontstopbelieving  

Hunter got a little aggressive 
with guitar smash and fire throw 
#wewannarock #safteysecond 
 

Like Rocky and Tommy Gun Neil 
is training Zach on how to blob 
#eyeofthetiger #apprentice 

#gemgirls #wearingmymoney 

No schedule changes! It’s a 
Tuesday miracle, on Thursday 
#meganO #itsbeenalongweek 
 

Not to be outdone, Brooks ate 
a mayfly #mayflyfarmers 
 


